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Poster Design - http://www.personalvisual.co.uk/poster_design.php is probably one of the most
enjoyable kinds of project to undertake in graphic designing. Unlike other larger, more complicated
mediums, the poster generally is a simple attempt to entice attention and communicate basic
information regarding an event or a product. Sometimes viewing a pure, blank art board is definitely
an exhilarating feeling. Sometimes, it could be a frustrating task deciding how to start. Whether you
are a designer looking for inspiration or a novice needing some suggestions, this will bring you the
tips you need to make your next poster your best poster.

1. Ways to get Attention

Your first task is to choose captivating photography or a fascinating main element on your Logo
Design which will make people stop and take notice. This first step is the cornerstone of your project
and itâ€™s extremely important to decide on carefully.

2. Simple is Nice

Your Poster Design should say what it means through pictures and colors rather than through words
and written details. Keep text to a minimum and make full utilization of your website, in case you
have one, to express to people of further details.

3. Fonts are Fantastic

If your fonts are a little unusual or unique, this will add to the depth of your design. Try to avoid
common fonts that might be used on a standard document or for an everyday purpose for your
Poster Design. On the other hand, donâ€™t use fonts that are crazy to the point of being hard to read. If
you have the ability, itâ€™s also a nice touch to use your text in a non-standard way like this poster for a
James Chance concert.

4. Move the Eye and the Information will follow

Itâ€™s extremely important in Poster design with information consumption in mind. Always try to begin
with the main information within the largest font and work your path down in the order worth
focusing on. Display this information in such a way that the eye follows this information down the
page as if you were writing a short story. Use cues in your main design element to point at
information or provide direction.

5. Color Correctly

Try to employ a color scheme that's basically correct. Respect the fundamental rules or color theory.
You can even start on your Poster Design based on a pre-determined color scheme. Match or
compliment the colors used in most of your imagery to add consistency to the piece.

6. Itâ€™s a Balancing Act

Basic poster design and layout skills dictate that good design displays good balance. Make an effort
to ensure your poster follows this ideal. Adjust your design accordingly.

7. Break All the Rules
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Sometimes good design means breaking from the formula to create something unique. If this seems
like your plan, itâ€™s essential to understand what rules to break so you can break them like a pro.
Hopefully these pointers will assist you to design something which is both different and good.
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